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L'oreal revitalift eye cream how to use

Revitalift Hydrating Eye Cream Advanced pro-retinol is a powerful dermatologist-inspired anti-wrinkle ingredient, which helps smooth the surface of the skin. Fibrelastyl is a formation complex, which helps strengthen the elasticity of the skin for extra shape skin. Result: Immediate, hydrated
and toned eye contour. In 7 days, the skin contours of the eyes are smoother, the fine lines are less noticeable and the skin is more radiant. In 4 weeks, crow's foot wrinkles seem reduced, skin feels firmer Sign up for the latest beauty news, product samples and coupons Thank You Now
you will be the first to hear about our latest beauty news, product samples and coupons and more. You'll hear from us soon. Sign up for the latest beauty news, product samples and coupons Thank You Now you will be the first to hear about our latest beauty news, product samples and
coupons and more. You'll hear from us soon. Rated 4.24 out of 5 stars220 ReviewsMost Helpful Positive ReviewStarted using revitol lift eye cream and day cream about 3 years ago. This product is amazing the compliments I get every day about how young I look and the big house my skin
looks tells its story. Now at the age of 45 I find that when I wake up in the morning my skin is dry which is unprecedented so now I will try a bright lift day product to see if it helps create extra moisture and seeing even more skin tone will keep you postedMost Helpful Critical ReviewI've been
using this product now for two weeks. I can't prove its effectiveness at the moment but I will be back and updating this post in two weeks. But, so far, I like the packaging design of this product, it is simple, completely uncumbered, as can sometimes happen, and that may have something to
do with the applicator of the final nozzle that allows one to be able to control the number of products extracted more easily. I like the texture of the product, it is not heavy or greasy at all and is easy and completely absorbed. I also really appreciated that it wasn't very fragrant, a big kudo at
the time for me. So many facial products are too fragrant to sometimes clash with your actual perfume. So, I'll be back in a few weeks with other recent reviews and photos. I received this product, and the whole line, free of charge from Influenster to test and review, no other incentives were
not offered or accepted. [This review was collected as part of a promotion.] Reviewed by 220 subscribers5GB66 from Apache Junction, AZI never found the eye cream that it really delivers until now! This do everything claimed as well. I saw the results pretty quickly and it just got better from
there! I use this with a suitable night cream, and a day cream that matches Spf 25. Best routine I've ever used!! Thanks again L'oreal!! The white lump3Amanda from RichmondI has been using this product and only bump white and thought it was in my head until I read the review and a
woman said the same thing. Will not use againBule fine lines5Sophia from PhillyI has a very dark under eye circles with fine lines and thin skin. I have been using this for maybe 5 months and have noticed that some smile wrinkles that form outside and under the eyes are very smooth. It
does nothing to brighten under the eyes, it is a genetic problem, but I found that it works well under cream concealer and dries relatively quickly. I only used it in the morning before the makeup app and just bought back my second jar. No results2Alaina from Avondale, AZProduct lasted for
4 months. Thicker cream. Providing hydration, but not improving my fine lines.great inexpensive product5smtonn from austin, txthis is a great cheap product when I am a little cash short noweh not the best2Indigo from CaliforniaSo in terms of hydrating this product is good but I think it
causes me to get milia in my eyes. I never get milia so I am really confused but the only thing I change in my routine is this product. I stopped using it and it was cleaned but I started using it again and milia came back so definitely didn't buy it back. I'm also not a fan of waking up with oily
eyelids I'm sure this works for some people but not for me. I use this every night 3-4 times a week.5Lucy loves the beauty of Brick, NJI uses this as a night cream with hydrating serum as a base. I don't use this every night because retinol can irritate the skin if used too often. On alternate
days, I use hydration serums and non-retinol Loreal creams that are collagen-based or Vichy Lift Activ non retinol creams. For me, this is a cheaper but effective product especially with promotion. No results1Shay from Utah This product makes my eyes very itchy! Also I have seen no
improvement on my dark under my eye circles or fine lines. Lanc?me replacement?5PJC54 from BostonThis reminds me of the former Lanc?me Progress, which you can't buy anymore. I really like it. It went smoothly and creamy and seemed to do its job! I've always had a skincare routine.
If you're older and just starting out in your cat's skincare routine and think this will cause a miracle for you, maybe it won't happen? But as a continuation over the years, this is perfect and works well. I'll keep buying! Lancôme Replacement?5PJC54 from BostonThis me on the former
Lancôme Progress, which you can't buy anymore. I really like it. It went smoothly and creamy and seemed to do its job! I've always had a skincare routine. If you're older and just starting out in your cat's skincare routine and think this will cause a miracle for you, it probably won't happen...
But as a continuation over the years, this is perfect and works well. I'll keep buying! Eye cream5Stef from Essex Essex light &amp;amp; highly hydrating. Just use about a week so there hasn't been a dramatic change. Good Product4Maggie from Maryland This product keeps my skin under
my eyes moist. It doesn't have a strong aroma that I like. BEST EYECREAM EVER!! 5anonymous from alabamaThis eyecream is literally the best, I use it at night before I go to bed and when I wake up I have no dark circles, I have struggled with dark circles before but after this I do not! I
love this and will never stop buying it!! You need this in your life! Expensive for OK4LadyPeach results from Santa Rosa, CAPros: I have a combination skin and it soaks the product well. I did see more texture even after a few weeks. The most important result is around my nose. It definitely
tightens the skin and restores moisture. I wear glasses and suffer from glasses wearing freckles on my nose. Using this really helped fight it and now you can't even say I wear glasses regularly. Makeup goes well, and the product is odorless. Cons: The jar is super small and not completely
full. For the price, the result is not worth it. It didn't do anything for wrinkles under my eyes and under my eyebrows. I lost a huge amount of weight this year and have noticed the skin around my eyes is sagging. It doesn't do anything to fill and plump the eyes. I still look tired all the time. I
would shop for something that produced better results, but would buy this again if I couldn't find something better. As a last resort, this will get the job done. Not for the sensitive skin1Sensitive Skin FL from Orlando, FLI has tried several times to use this product but no matter how little I apply
(about half of the pinhead) I end up with puffy, red under the eyes that have wet itching and pain. Even after a thorough wash, it took 5 hours to go for the worst example. I wish I still had a receipt like the one I bought at the store. The picture completely mutes how red and obnoxious my
eyes look. Disappointed3Cindy from Chicago, ILThe jar is almost half full... definitely NOT getting my money's worthI'll never stop buying this!5Squirrel417 from WisconsinI loves this eye cream! I have been using it for over 15 years. This greatly reduces the appearance of fine lines and
dryness without making your face feel or look too tight. It gives you dewey healthy light all day. I ALSO USE IT lightly all over my face especially on the lines around the mouth My forehead. Even after you put on your makeup, you can use it all day to touch lightly around your eyes and smile
lines. I will never stop buying this eye cream!5Suzy from WI – WisconsinKeeps skin is chewy and moist and doesn't tighten your skin too much. Gives you a healthy dewy glow. Gives you a good base before placing your foundation or makeup. Can we use the whole face not just under the
eyes. Greatly reduces the appearance of dryness and fine lines under the eyes, eyes, Your mouth and your forehead. After wearing makeup can be used all day to touch under the eyes and around the cheeks and smile lines. Affordable. I have no negative comments about this product and
I have been using it for almost 18 years.great cream5n3456 from tampa, FLthis cream is great for my skin and makes me feel youngerGreat mata4kim56 cream from WinnipegI receives this as a free sample from @Topbox Circle and I love LOREAL Wrinkle Expert eye cream because it
feels good around the eye area and also feels smoother. It took a week for the skin to tolerate4RR from Raleigh, NCI in my mid-20s but wanted something to overcome the thin skin under my eyes and dark circles. My skin is very sensitive but after a week of morning/night application my
skin tolerates it. Now a few weeks in I really see the difference and my eyes become less thin and now it looks clear and chewy. Dark bags are gone, too. Definitely recommend, especially for how long the product will last with the price. Noticing the Difference in 7 Days5Tammy from
Lafayette, LAI has been trying eye cream for a while now and hasn't found one that solves my problem. I have under eye wrinkles that I am very self-conscious about. I also have a limited budget, but I found I liked Loreal products in the past. So when I look at eye creams and it's mainly for
wrinkles and skin firms, I know this product for me. It was affordable compared to most good eye creams. I have been using it for 7 days and have noticed little difference in my wrinkles. So I am very happy with my purchase! My first eye-cream 4kawaiikun from Houma, LAI like this product.
I use it around my lips too. It's light and makes my skin soft after use. I will buy this again4DAVID &amp;amp; from FLI like this product, it has been used if for several years5sLove this cream!5Lizard27 from Albuquerque, NM The result of this cream is almost instant, my bags and wrinkles
look smoother and less noticeable. Look.
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